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Blacks and Everyone in America should be Concerned about the 

Rise in the Number of, and Level of Wickedness Surfacing in, 

Hate Crimes. This is the Direct Result of Diminishing and 

Covering up Racial Aggression & Violence, Especially Police 

Terrorism & Killings. 



 

 

 

A COLLECTIVE RESPONSE TO END RACISM AND POLICE TERRORISM 

AND IMMEDIATE ACTION FOR AARS BLACK REPARATIONS 

  

It is insulting, painful, politically incorrect, and socially unacceptable to continue to offer others 

benefits and reparations, while denying Blacks their overdue reparations. Blacks contributed more, 

sacrificed more, and suffer more from economic, emotional, and social issues, which others don’t 

have, because they did not experience the depths and duration of damage, which caused suffrage. 

The Black Experience is centuries of abuse, daily disrespect and harassment, and unjust killings. 

Their country, culture, and status were compromised, and they do not even have their own names, 

languages, or customs. That Willie Lynch Brainwashing permeated 200 years, so they need to 

transform their thinking from that divisive slave mentality, into solidarity for collective movement.  

  

It is very frustrating to Blacks knowing their ancestors endured slavery to build this country, and 

defend its borders, but they are denied reparations today! Blacks built the economy that this country 

and other nations enjoy, producing products for sale here and abroad. We built this country with 

the hard-core labor of our bare hands, and sweat off of our bare backs, with ingenuity that led to 

inventions; which citizens, visitors, and immigrants enjoy today. All this was done while being 

oppressed and stigmatized. The kidnapping, carnage, and destruction of Black Lives began more 

than 2000 years ago in bondage and misery, and continues today!! So yes, Black Lives do Matter!!!  

  

The African-American Independent Union (AAIU) worked in conjunction with several reparations 

activists and groups, for more than 40 years, in an intense research period, to gather data and 

produce the AARS Plan to slowly dissolve and end racism and police terrorism in America, then 

globally, via economics. We are calling for the collective movement of every individual activist, 

and all groups whom have produced reparations work, have reparations groups, or have written a 

reparations plan, to participate in the KRP to read the African-American Reparations/Sovereignty 

(AARS) Global Black Reparations Summary and Plan. If you approve, let us use the plan to unite 

all reparations activists and groups, then the entire Black Family, to demand AARS, ASAP!  

  

We have identified the names and ranks of countries, corporations, entities, families, and groups 

who were complicit, and are guilty of enacting slavery and committing crimes against humanity, 

which caused damage and suffrage. We offer those groups an incentive to repair the damage with 

programs via the SEEG to generate wealth from seed funds (SF), for much less than they owe. 

Generating wealth will also help to create more reparative measure, and service lacking programs.  

 

AARS reparations provides what we have been denied, in our basic civil and human rights, and in 

valid opportunities to improve integration, expand repatriation, and create sovereignty; with an 

emphasis on improving integration and police and race relations. The AARS Plan has victims 

engage programs to prepare to receive reparations in top mental and physical shape, to lead clean, 

peaceful, and productive lives in all 3 settings, utilize reparations wisely, and to plan for the future. 

   



 

We expect this process to begin as soon as February of 2023, when the Plebiscite Vote (PV), may 

occur at large Black Churches to 1) claim our injured and indigenous status, 2) to claim the AARS 

Reparations Plan, and 3) for each Black person 18 and older, in the U.S. to choose a reparations 

model where they prefer to live. The PV stipulates Ancient Black African Olmecs were here first 

and are indigenous to this land, not Indians or Mexicans. So, Blacks deserve the rights and 

privileges of indigenous people via AARS reparations. The PV is special and represents immediate 

action in a collective response to end racism and police terrorism, and demand AARS reparations.    

Now, the question is what do Blacks need to repair the massive damage they encountered. The 

answer is improving integration, expanding repatriation, creating sovereignty, and providing 

processes, programs, and services for healing, repairing, reconnecting, and transforming. These 

remedies are requirements because slavery, damaged Blacks in all aspects of life. Therefore, 

Blacks need reparations to stipulate group autonomy, protection, and progress. Blacks are divided, 

deceived, and in danger, so they should unite with AARS to ask the government for 40 areas of 40 

square miles of prime land, in 8 southern states, and in 32 other states with large Black populations, 

to build their own new elite and safe repatriated and sovereign cities, right here in America. They 

never reached equality, and the police and supremacist kill them way too often, so they need their 

own land! The goals; emergency relief, land for the 3 reparations models, and reparative amenities.   

Now that we have the ability to generate wealth the government and all parties should be quick to endorse 

AARS, as reparations for Blacks at home and abroad. The strong points are it is a comprehensive plan, 

victims get satisfaction, and their pride and dignity are restored by generating their own wealth, and starting 

to repair damage. It is also motivation to secure genuine and lasting unity among Blacks. The government 

and guilty groups are offered great relief because they set $5B aside, instead of giving the 20T they owe. 

Then culprits causing damage in Africa should also set $5B aside, instead of $50T. Then people will treat 

Blacks with respect they deserve. This scenario presents relief for the government and the guilty groups, 

then joy and happiness will spread within the victims, and among the kind and compassionate.  

Rich Blacks can form groups to open blocked $100M - $5B cash accounts. The principles are the 

same, so the programs are safe with compounding returns. We are utilizing this source to generate 

wealth for reparations, because Blacks have not reached equality since they were integrated back 

in the 60s, and that is a dog gone shame, especially in knowing all that Blacks have produced, and 

sacrificed, to benefit America! They thought Blacks would reach equality because they would have 

the same education, social status, and equal protection under the law, which Whites possess. But 

unfortunately, videos, and studies prove that is not true, so we need this action now!! This scenario 

could lead to justice and satisfaction for Blacks, and racial harmony among all nations and races!!! 

I am teaching a class to provide a good education on Black History, Racism, and Reparations. The 

agenda is on the introduction article on the homepage. We hope everybody endorses AARS, 

because it includes input from many scholars who studied the issue for more than 40 years. They 

suggest to limit celebrating, prioritize utilizing reparations wisely, and planning for the future. We 

are getting reparations for “crimes against humanity, in memory of our ancestors” to reunite, 

repair, restore, and uplift our people back to the safe, spiritual, and progressive status we were in, 

prior to slavery. In AARS we offer 5- and 50-year programs and services to bring this to fruition.  


